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Abstract
The formula manipulation system REDUCE(Ver 33)can be used in many computer centers
by「FSS conversation  lt ser、アes the useful tool in rnany branches of theoretical sciences  ln this
paper、ve report some examples of REI)UCE TSS conversations、vhich sho、、 the dimculty and
its resolution in the use of mathematical fomnulae(identities)in REDUCE language,in particu―
lar,with respect to INT(integration)cOmmand
§1. IntrOduction
The formula manipulation system REDUCE(Ver.3.3)[1～6]can be used in many computer
centers by TSS.  It serves the useful tool in many branches of theoretical sciences.  It orers
such computational methods as[2]:
1) eXpansiOn and ordering of polynoHlials and rational functions,
2) substitutions and pattern matching in a、、‐ide variety of forms,
3) automatic and user controlled silnplincation of expressions,
4)calculations with symbolic matrices,
5) arbitrary precision integer and real arithmetic,
6) facilities for deaning ne覇〆funct ons and extending prOgrani syntax,
7) analytiC direrentiation and integration,
8) factOrization of polynonlials,
9) Dirac matrix calculations of interest to high energy physicists.
In this article、ve argue concerning、vith 3)and 7)among these
WIathematical formulae can globally be introduced in REDUCE system by using FORALL
・…LET―・command、vith some care.First we note the fonowing rule of REDUCE language
[5].
Conditions in substitution coHllnand:
(a)Fl*F2=・・・this form is anowed
Fl+F2=…,Fl―F2=…,F1/F2=…,these forms are not allowed.
(b)F(ズ+7)=…,F(ズ*7)=…,these forms are allowed However we can not use
symbols 十, 一 in the form of multi―term operator for more than t、vo terms  Therefore the
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